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ABSTRACT

The N-point tree graphs of a dual resonance theory with

nonlinear trajectories are factorized.  The factorization

procedure applies equally well with the external lines on
or off the mass shell.  The particle spectrum of the theory

is found to have a degeneracy of approximately 6 for the 14
level.  Since the trajectory is logarithmic, the asymptotic

density of levels grows only as some power of the mass.

The techniques used in first factorization are applied to
second factorization to arrive at an amplitude for processes

involving two external particles with nonzero spins.  Two sets

of linear dependence relations among the amplitudes obtained

by factorization are proven.
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INTRODUCTION
I                           Z

1
In this paper and a related one,  we derive the follow-

ing properties for a dual resonance theory with nonlinear

2
-

trajectories:

(i) first and second factorization,

(ii) generalized Ward-like identities,

(iii)  the twist relation,

(iv) third factorization and the general

three-point vertex.

Some of these results have been obtained using an operator

3
formalism. In these papers, direct c-number techniques will

be developed, which aside'from giving new understanding of the

nature of factorization, allow us to obtain results which have

not yet been obtained with the operator method.
-                                                                                                                                                                                 2From these and previous results,  it is clear that the

4
nonlinear theory closely parallels the Veneziano model. Thus,

we have found a larger class of theories with many of the inter-

esting and perhaps desirable properties of the Veneziano

model. In addition to the intercept and slope parameters

0((0)    and 0('(0), which characterize the Veneziano model,

the nonlinear theory has another parameter q (where     0 < q < 1) .

The particles lie on a logarithmic trajectory and q deter-

mines the degree of nonlinearity of the trajectory.  The q-*1
2

-          limit reduces to the Veneziano model while the q-4 0 limit

gives a nondual < 8 theory. 5     From a purely mathematical  view-

point, the nonlinear theory is a natural extension of the

A
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Veneziano model because the functions of the theory appear
h 1

in the mathematical literature6 as the natural one-parameter

generalizations of the trigonometric, gamma, beta, and hyper-

geometric functions.

In the present paper, we prove that the N-Point Born

terms of the nonlinear theory factorize.  The factorization

procedure applies equally well with external lines on-or

off-the-mass shell. The particle
7

spectrum of the theory is found to have a degeneracy of ap-

proximately   6-2   for  the   196 level: Because the trajectories

of the theory are logarithmic, the asymptotic density of

states grows only as some power of the mass. The same tech-

niques which are used in first factorization are applied to

second factorization to arrive at an amplitude for processes

involving two external particles with nonzero spins.  We will

also give two sets of linear dependence relations among the

amplitudes obtained by factorization.  The linear dependence

relations presented here hold only if a particular one of the

external .particles is on-the-mass shell and confined to the

same trajectory as the internal particles.

FIRST FACTORIZATION

The N-point Born term of the nonlinear theory is given

by
00 14-2 N I nL. 3 A- 1

8'4                   Z           Tr     -fi             °'·s   '         Tr       -Tr       ing  nk( (1)

811    '1ij =O      i=  i     = i+'        f l nij)      k= itt      =J+ 1

NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither
the United States nor the United States Atomic Energy

Commission, nor any of their employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any
legal.liability  or  responsibility for the accuracy, com-
pleteness or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed, or

represents that its use     would not infringe privately owned rights.
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where

%    =     aI  Cri + fi*'+-  -  +pj  )2   +   6                                                  (2)

and  a  and  b are constants. The quantity      CT M-1 , which

is included in Eq. (1) for notational convenience, is defined

to be zero. The coefficients f (nij)    of the power series

are defined by

-f(o) = i
(3)

f (-)  =  (11),1-0=)-0-0 ll-%„) nkL

To exhibit the poles in
cr:id , we use the summation

formula2

00 e Og |
.--- Clo

-        '                (4)
-

n=o f (n) n= o (1_
c..gn)

6 (r)

1/ -n
/ 6(X)   which has poles  at     0- m   rl=  0,1,2....          is   the

generalization of the gamma function.  BN is defihed so that

there exists one factor
  nij

nk/ for each pair of dual

variables  Cr  and trk< . The presence of a factor < Jni nkr
prevents simultaneous poles in the variables a i and  C-ke

We will prove that the amplitude BN factorizes at a pole

of Cr (see Fig. 1).  First, by means of Eq. (4), we per-ik

form   the      nik      sum   in   Eq.    (1) and obtain a factor
19 N-1
Z Z

i/C  G  (   Clk     A.* 3,1'+1  n ij     1

The extra q-factors in the argument ofj G come from the q
nm

"duality factors" appearing in BN.  Next, we will rearrange
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the remaining sums in BN by defining a new summation index

k   H-l
2  Z Z n.63                           (5)

A = 1   J =  kt 1

Instead of summing each n· ,        in  Eq. (5) independently  from
&.)

0  to   00  ,  we  will  sum  over  the n- · subject to the condi-
t)

tion of Eq. (5), with  A   being some fixed integer.  We

then sum over   from 0 to  00 .  This rearrangement of

summations allows us to write the N-point amplitude in the form

00         KR                           (6)B Z
14             1,0.7-   (1- r,kt  ,1)A= O

where      K £      consists of all remaining sums in BN.

Factorization is the statement that  at any pole of    c k,  the
residue may be written in the form

 1      F n l f i)     Gn    (f r)                                      ·                            (7,n = 1

In Eq. (7), Fri
(121)

is a function only of momenta . €E

of lines which lie to the left of Glk in  Fig.   1,  and   6-n( f 

is a function only of momenta   fr of lines lying to the

right of   0-i  . Moreover, the number of terms  d   in
the sum in Eq. ·(7) is independent of the number of external

lines.  From Eq. (6) we see that the residue of the pole. at

-0
GLIR T

<
will have contributions only from terms

with    2 5 J .    Thus,  if Kg can be written in the form

6
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of Eq.  (7), the residue of the poles can also be written in this way.

We now proceed to prove  that     K R     does   have  the   form

of Eq. (7), which means that BN is factorizable.  In the

multiple power series representation of BN in Eq. (1), there

is one summation index nt  associated with each variable a · .
K.2      is a function  of  all   · 02  variables except      crik

We now separate the s e
01 

variables and their associated

indices into three different sets:

(i) The left set of variables and the left set of

indices are those variables 6-t  and indices
Yl · · for which      1 6 i <  S  R except      <rik

t)

and     n ik     '
(ii) The right set of variables  Cr .  and the

right   set of indices   n, j   have    i= i,    >k

or k<1< Ss N-i
(iii) The crossed set of variable g   and the

corresponding
indices    nl       have    2 5  L S  k<    .

The left and right variables are associated with the left

and right "blobs" in Fig, 1.  None of the left variables are

dual to any of the right variables, and none of the left or

right variables  are  dual  to Crik Therefore, there  are
nmno q duality factors involving a left index and a right

index  in BN Consequently,  we can separately perform  the

summations associated with these two sets of variables. Sum-

mation over the left set of indices yields a factor

I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          .1
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J
X nr1 -

B k'FS ( Cit f. r= 1+1                                (8)'
,, V

where

N-i
rt-r nY-5 (9)

S =   12 +1

The expression (8) means the  (A+ i) -point tree grapb, as
4

Z nrdefined in Eq. (1), with each a/  replaced by (3 ij  ¥=it,
The 4 variables depend only on the "left" momenta. The extra

q factors are functions of the crossed indices.  They came
nmfrom the q factors between the left and crossed indices.

2The amplitude given by Eq. (8) is called a satellite Born term.

Similarly, by summing over the right set of indices,

we obtain
3-1
:Ell     rns

BN_kt i.  C 0-Ljr  S= A.
(10)

where

k
 rn 21 n.rs (11)S

Y = 2.

Expression  (10) is defined analogously to Eq. (8).  The

variables are those belonging to the right blob. In order

for the notation to be consistent, we must be careful to

write    Crij ,   Ji > k , which is a right variable,
.

as   (r
5-,i  and   Cr +1, N are equivalent

-1+1, g.

by energy momentum conservation.
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Having performed the sums over the left and right indices,

we are left with only the crossed indices to sum.  We recall

that  KA was defined such that the sum over the crossed

indices is finite, subject to the condition imposed by Eq. (5).

Therefore,     K1   is a polynomial  in the crossed variables.
Equations (8) and (9) indicate that in the satellite term

for the left variables, the crossed indices occur only in

small groups characterized  by       Tl.r   . Similarly,  in

the satellite term for the right variables, we have the crossed

indices occurring in groups characterized  by   WIs   .    This

natural grouping of the crossed indices suggest that we should

make a corresponding rearrangement of the sums over the

crossed indices. Our new arrangement is as follows. Let

Yl r       ,         r =  Z,  3, ·  · )k , and rns S =  |2+ 1,  ktz,-··,N- 1
be any set of non-negative-integer parameters subject only

to the conditions

k         W-1
Z nr Z  rns                     (12).

Y = Z s=k+L

The condition of Eq. (12) necessarily follows from the defi-

nitions.of f,   nr'   and  ms  in  Eqs.   (5),   (9),   and   (11).     Now,
we sum over all YLI. in the crossed set of indices sub-

j

ject to the constraints

N-1

57'.  rzrs = nr ,  r = 2,3,---,k   ,   (9)
s= kt'
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k
57 n ms        .,         s     -   ki i,-3,14- L , (11)P        rs
r--1

We will denote this sum by the symbol

721
nij   i  ni  , wj

Next, we will sum over all n1 and   Wl ' independently sub-J

ject only to the conditions of Eq. (12).  We will denote these

two sums by the symbols :El and .I  respectively.
nAi2 rmi 1 SL

This rearrangement allows us« to write·  Kf in Eq. (6) in the form
J                    3-1Inr                          Zrn

K S=Z E B C 9.-»* ) B    Ce.,4.•  ') C , (13)1,+ i   Gij   4-kti     -Jo
n..1 R     W/3 1 1

where C is just the expression which remains unsummed. It is

a polynomial in the crossed variables, given by

YLA o

k               W -i                  T.
j #-1

C=  lT -TT 9            ft     -IT       gnij  rzrs        (14)
4/jin/,W'j 2=2, j--kiL f (r',61 r=1+, s=J+1 0

Equation   ( 13) expresses      Kk   as  a  sum of terms  each of which

depends    on    a    set of integers   f  rlri      and   frnsT .  The sum goes
-

over all possible values of the integers    nr   and   YYZ 5

subject to the conditions of Eq. (12).  Each term in the sum

in turn is a product of the following three factors:  a factor

8.  which is a function only of the left kinematic vari-
k+1  '

ables and of the left indices  nr , a factor B which is a
4-k+1
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function only of the right'variables and 6f the indices ms'

and C, which is a function of both the left and right variables

and of both the n and m indices.
r'      s

Since C is a function of the crossed variables, we first        -

write each crossed variable in a factorized form. We define

a "6-vector" 11* - by

71 r    =   //2    C fit i>= * -/ + ft)2 .    0 5 F 5 25 (15)

714-      =         i       ,
2 6

Ffs        =           a.      C f L+  f'*+  --  +  fi )       ·+    -325                •
I

and another.6 vector P   by4X
/

0  5  12 5 3-Fl p      -
-

Flti      H                                               I (16)
I

P.            7*4- 14

/
1,15 115  I

If we now introduce a six-dimensional metric   4   by9P
6

1

-1

«P  -        -1                 (17)
-1

0 1
1 0 'I. .

then

/ K
Clj                    11.0  4     T                                                                                                           C l, )
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where the repeated index implies summation over the 6-vector

indices,

C of Eq.(14)is a polynomial in the crossed variables.

Each  C   in C may be written in the form of Eq.(18).  1'4-1  0
,4is  a  "le ft"

variable, and  1       is  a
"right'f variable. Therefore,

Eq.(18) allows us to write each term in C in a factorized form.

We now insert the expression (18) for (S i  into Eq.(14) for
C. This yields a factorized form for the polynomial C in terms

of left variables  .FL- and right variables  1 '< etc. However,
the number of terms in the polynomial increases as the number

of external lines increases.  We will show that these terms in

the polynomial can be regrouped nicely, so.that C can.always

be written in a factorized form independent of the number of

external lines  First, let us write down our result.
RWe define a G  by GR matrix which depends only on the

parameter q,

1\6'....286 =  (1-,g)  '* fp g Pp., e,01 rp(R)*,  Scia   ... Scet,
r' r# r.x. (19)

where the
indices  «,  2   run from  0  to  5.                    is  thePusual kronecka delta symbol.     The  sum     2: is taken  over  all

P
,£ 1 permutations of the integers 1 to  .2   and T  is the
number of transpositions associated with the permutation P.

Then C has the factorized form

C     =    L O( , «10 .. 0(ll (  pk-, n k'  P     n . --- P  1
9  R-2 k-1  ;  i  n,L 1 (20)

x NO('0(*...Otz  Lts,e....fi fip' rn  , F>  r,1 . e m )      i,
,..

f· p.-. ex C.     ki.i         k+I.)        k+1       ktz)         3     N-1        N-1,
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where

Lol,«*-0.al   C  FL, nk 3  Pk-in k-1 3  '*-' 5 Fi na.) (21)

=  < Fi,-I «,'i:k-, 4&-·'12.,c<,Ik) (1 40(n, ,i .. '| -loto„t,1,„,1
...

, „01-nli. '104'
(13 .P 1

finn) -f   Ink_ , , f (n*)

and       LP'18...RR  (fc' mI,+13   .Wk.1-2,5  ..'.;   F;;1  mN-1                          is

the same function of its arguments and indices as in Eq. (21).

The repeated indices 0( and  3
are summed over.

Eq.(20) has the following content: The Left-hand              -

side, as defined by Eq. (13), is a function of both left and

right kinematic variables, and of both the left indices ni

and the right indices m .  In the right-hand side, we have a

sum  over    Gz  x 62 terms ( corresponding  to  the  sum  over    0(

and
 3 indices) each of which is the product of the follow-

ing three factors: 1\10(, 0(*   ....
0(R which

>

p,  e=-· -  el
is independent of kinematic variables and indices ni and mj,

L                                ( -Ink;  . . . .  1 Tin *  )0<,0(r -'0(0 ,  which depends only on the left

6 vectors id and indices n and      LIB' P.. -FL (p'  m             ...  P'r i, ki,    *H i 4,* 4-tIn )
which depends  only  on the right 6 vectors       13 'B      and

indices m .  If.we substitute the expression C in Eq. (20)

into Eq. (13), we can rewrite each term in the sum as the

product of five objects, BE,1 ' 73g-kt, , 1-01,0(2-.-olA ,
L P' *8*- - Bi N«'04.--04and .  Now in Eq. (13),

&402 . . . 13, 
we have a sum over. n. and m. . Since 13 and   L,1            1 kti ociAL.-0(£

--
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depend   only   on   ni   and    814-k+ i and 1-B, P.*'.- RK depend only on

m , we can carry out the sum over the two sets of ·indices
separately.  This yields

/4 .--O 6  Jil  el

KA =   8'..1 «,«i-KANep/-1/ 13.-4,;- (22)

where                                            '                  
J
I nr

Bky, 4,4... 1.=    Z    El (crt £ ..t'    )1-4...( T -Ink;  ,....ffh- 

A     nA I .2 (23)

and 4-1

Rfi'P;-'(32 215 (a... Q
S= A. .-:4  M     )
Z'   'Yll              p' . - P.€          ,

A- 4+ c   *3 b , L     C %,"1+1Wl
k¥1,        >'R-1       N-1/

L.1 D- 4+ j           .           rnJ   / & (23')

where   L «,41.-- MA is defined in Eq. (21). Repeated indices
are summed over. As the number of external lines increase,

the expressions B and B F' B=-/ fbi
kt, 0(142.-- 9£ M-k+I

in Eq. (23) change accordingly.  However, the number of terms

in the sum of Eq. (22) remains unchanged.  Thus K.£ factorizes

independently  of the number of external lines.       MA       of
Eq. (22) when substituted into Eq. (6), gives the factorized

form for B . 13 * , «1. - .
04%

cf Eq. (23) is the scatteringN      kti
amplitude for k+1 particles where. one particle is in the

„ o th excited state," and R <'«*-. *R
may be regarded

0  .                                                                                                 P,  Pa . . . Blt
as the numerator of the propagator for a particle in the  " Ath
excited state."
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Since     0(1   can take  on the values  0  to  5,  we  have    G
f

amplitudes B .  From Eqs. (23) and (21),k+1 0(ID(=--02
we see that the amplitudes possess no obvious symmetry pro-

perties under permutations of their indices.  Thus, most of

the 62 components.could be linearly independent.  From the

discussion following Eq. (6), we argued that the residue of
-l

the pole at  Cr = 0- will come only from the terms Kgik       -S
with- .9 S i Thus,the degeneracy  at  the  pole    (3- =   -J
is at most

J

Z      6"'      .     1)   6  6rn = O

We have found two sets of linear dependence relations connect-

ing these states which .we will prove in the last section of

this paper.  However, the total number of linear dependence

relations is small compared to the number of states.

To get the degeneracy as a function of the energy, we note
_An 6An 5- 1 , 1 -  Rnthat  £ =- .- - 0 Therefore,  N (s) - 6 = Casto)   f .

An  
Thus, the density of states grows like a power'of s.

Equation (20) gives C in a factorized form. For a

direct proof of the factorization of C, it is most convenient

to give the following alternative form for C.

0(,0(1...0(K
C    =     L  K , O(* . . .4 1  R (24)

-
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where 1-  O(, O(*  - - 0(1. is given in Eq. (21) and

RM<*-49 = .Z 3-r'= i=>'«' .P    -·Y   1·*,
'

HZ r-• / 0 W'

al> D (25)
P(k+1)     P lk·11) P Otto

X    :)/0(rn*+1+1 , ,P/0(rnk+1+ 'Y'k+2 'ID' <2-51-, ,     13 / aft.....P(IR+L) 'P(*+1) 'P(N-i) . .V

, P (N- I)
The sum in(25) is performed over all distinct permutations

of the  ,£ 6-vectors, Among  the .2 6-vectors,  we  have mk+l  of  the  type/ / 8P yn of the type 71 etc. and Ti=,k+1 1 k+Z kt 2.

the exponent of the q coefficient, is again the number of trans-

positions associated with the permutation P.  In the rest of

this section, we will concentrate on the direct proof of Eq. (24).

The equivalence of the two factorized forms Eqs. (20) and (24)

will be given at the final step of this proof.

We will first prove Eq. (24) for the special case·where

t-k  > A , and for which the parameters ni and mj

· take on the following special values:

0 - 0
Ill- I. ,  nA= 0 for        i  = ·    3,4-,---, k and

ynj=i
for j =19+ i, 4+ 2,...,k+K

WJ= 0 for
d=    *+A+1-,I--·,R- i

Then by Eqs. (14), (21) and (25), we can write Eq. (24)

in the form
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*

61 Ati Glk+1. ·· (Ilk+4
R«, -ITM.-·-Fid 12   i  fs-,   Tp p"t' ...P,Na 1 +0(26)

P(1:+1) 'Plk+2) Ifc')] f ·

f (0)

By Eq. (18), we can write the right-hand side of Eq. (26) as

f.       1 .C::r 7.p
lolk'i Glk.f ..911'.'Ki    iT--1      .Lp4  <

Thus Eq. (26) follows if we can prove the following Lemma:
I

Lemma 1:

9% If 0 33 *

TF = f (2)

(all primed vectors distinct)

Proof:

0(If  &= 1  , we have only one term in 'R  . The coef-
T

ficient is c> =i=
f('1/ f (' )  ·15

Suppose the formula is true for  02- i .  We wish to prove

it for .2 ·

We can generate all possible permutations of the primed

vectors in the following way.  We start with the term corresponding

8 4 84 04
to the identity permutation     ...

 +1,  which, for hotationalk+1 kti

convenience, we will denote by

&+1       k+1     - - - ·      k+ .2-L        \2+Z    .

We first generate £-1  permutations by interchanging each of

the primed vectors with the last vector.  Thus, we have the

-
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following permutat.ions  With the associate. weight factors  :

Permutation Weight Factor

IR+1    ki-Z  ' - - ,   A+9-i    k,2                                     i

k+1-- .k-1.6-1 4+31,1 -- k+R-i k+Q 1 +i 9-d
%

A+3 k+3 --- k+2-i k+1 k.+ i                   9-i
Starting with each of these    permutations we now take

all possible permutati6ns  of the first &-i vectors,    By

assumption, the total weight factor associated with the

-f-(2- 11permutation of the first 2-i vectors· is There-
If 0 j] 2-i

fore, the total weight factor associated with the permutation

of 1 vectors is

f li, i)      C  1 + 4;
t ..

0% 3-2-1      -       + (2- i)       6 0 - -g R) (27)

[fll 8 - - [fl,)1,-1  -        (1- )
From the definition of  - (2)  in Eq. (3), we see that the
right-hand side of Eq.,(27) is exactly f (2) /[1.fll )3   .  This

1
proves Lemma 1.

Next,  we  wish to prove  Eq.   (24)   for  the  case    42/,   nl = 0

for   i * 2.   , and mj arbitrary (subjectf only'to the condition

Ilr,lj= Z    .  In this case., Eq. (24) reduces to

1¥1 1<+1 Yflk+2 Mi N-1
Olt kt,  (33:Arl        Ct1 #-1 =  1=:0(,11 42 ...Tio(i, 0 *,ola...OcR (28)...

f («lk•,1 f (mk.D f(«'M-,) f (21 r. '
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Eq.(28) then follows from Lemma 1.

Lemma  ' 1

5 *T" A-f<,1
A,  f (s)To prove Lemma  1, we first treat the· 6-vectors  in   lk* '2-INg

as though they are all distinct, and take all possible permuta-

tions.  The sum of the coefficients is -f-(2)

[fill]  9              .
However, in treating m  identical primed vectors as distinct,

we will have overcounted each permutation m.: times. The as--]
sociated weight factor is f («5)/Cf,1,17 Thus to count

correctly,  we  have  to 'make  up  for the overcounting by multiply-
ing   by     [f(11] «3/f(rs). Doing   this for every    j,    we   have    as

our final answer

f (11 Lf c , ,] mj -F (2)
A-iIf (tilx   f (Yrs)    -IT -C (111·,j= kt, J     J

We note that Lemma 1 is just the derivation of a "q-gener-
alized" multinomial distribution. Indeed,  as  q + 1, Lemma  1

gives exactly the usual multinomial coefficient 2/
TT rn· 1
6 3

To prove Eq. (24) in general, we first note that C, as

de f ined   in  Eq.  '( 14) ,   is   a  sum of terms,   each of which   is

characterized  by a fixed  set of indices   n. .   Froml] 1
the definition of   6-              in Eq. (21), 1:1-1

04,0(1  '..'  0<2

carries indices       041 lenk-,1    -tril,ti  to   «AR+nk-7..+Wil+grnl
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0<, da.·· 0(1A term in R When.dotted into Lo(,42....0( 
will give

 Tp      rz.j
if the permutation corresponds

A,1

to  n. .
P1' vectors carrying ihdices  that will match  the     F:2- i1]

vectors for every i and j.  Tp is the number of transpositions

associated with the permutation.  The problem'then is to compute

  P and to sum over the coefficients.  7» of
all terms in

'R040(1... 0(£    that  give  rise  to the product  of     CI  'S raised  to

the same powers n...
1J

We will now compute the coefficient  7* of a particular
-

permutation Fi which is depicted in Fig. 2.  In the picture,

the integers k+1 k+1...  N-1 in the middle row correspond to the

momenta P/.4, P, 44... P,01.K . This particular permutation has the
k+1 k+2 N-1

feature that all P' momenta in the subgroups of size ni appear in

increasing order.

The integers n.. in the first row represent the number of11                                                          --5times the vector Pj ' appear in the. ni subgroup. To compute    
we simply have to count the number of transpositions required to

bring the configuration of Fig. 2 back to its unpermuted config-

uration represented  by  Fig.  3.    Thus, we start by bringing  the

vectors  P 'k+1  in  the "nk-1" compartment  to the front. The number
14 -i

of transpositions is equal to YL (.S nks) If wek-/ 12+1 5= 12+1

keep repeating this process with all the primed vectors, we can

quickly convince ourselves that the total number of transpositions

J
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is given by

T-p- Le :b  9'  Yzy hys
*=2- j= kt,  r=i+I s=j+I

M..A term in
-RO('0(*..-

04. will contribute to

-Ii =)9 .JA.,

if it can be represented by a configuration like Fig. 2, except

that within the "ni" compartment, the primed vectors are permuted.

Let T   be the number of transpositions associated with the permu-1

tation within the "ni" compartment.  It is easy to see that the

total number of transpositions associated with a term in R ©1.ot*, -f

may then be considered as a sum  of  several contributions, first,

a contribution T   from each compartment, and secondly, a contri-
1

bution 1  from bringing the configuration of Fig.  2 to Fig.  3.

Therefore,  the q' factor may be decomposed  a6
T

f     P     =        .* 7*      Tr    €TAA

Now, summing over all contributing configurations, we obtain

f.'p  =  .0.ri'  T- C Z 47 1)  .dri v
Now, we apply Lemma 1 to the permutations within each compartment,

and we have

17,  . 78      =     17*     -IF      4 (4)* Tr f (nij)
1Recalling that the "left" tensor   L has associated

0<,O<1".-0<SL

with it factors of f(n.), we are finally led to the coefficient1

of       TF  (:43
'Aj given  by

A.,J
k 1 k N-1 1         4   4-1     n· · n

Jr     1        z .%:TI=   = ..2-lik = Tr  -ir      '      Tr -[r  9- 9.   rsA-Z
f In·1 ;0   fcnii)      A=z j=1*+15(0:14=,t, s,jt,v

L                                                                                                                                                     -
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rLA.This is precisely the

coefficient of the term     01.   3     in'L

4'
Eq. (14.),. Thus, we have proved Eq. (24).

To prove the equivalence of Egs. (24) and (20), we need only

to introduce the identity

0( lot 22.-01.2 O(,061'. 96<
Le'fil.Ji (F' m  .....P' "1  3R       -Al

I le,p=... Fi k+I        ktu                3       *-1        N-1   ,

(29)

At this point, the proof of Eq. (29) is trivial. AN-,°(2 ..°(A
P / PE.  . PA

when   acting   on the primed vectors in L A P Z. . . Fi
, produces

all possible permutations of the indices. It is easy to see that

the permutation of indices is equivalent to the permutation of

vectors. Fi461- 'R   , as defined in Eq. (25), includes only

the distinct permutations of vectors. As we have learned in the

proof of Lemma 1, the difference can be accounted for by multi-

plying by the expression I-5 (11]R     .    The  factor    Lf (11]x

.tr     f  C ni)j
has been incorporated into the definition of

14:':......18
and the

r'rl r

remaining factors are associated with Le' pa-- fti    .

SECOND FACTORIZATION

From factorization, we obtained the scattering amplitude

 14 0(,43···O(A in which one of the particles is in a high spin

state.    From the definition Eq.  (23)  of   -BN 0(,0(2-. 0(e    '  we  see
 

that this amplitude is manifestly dual, i.e.,
-13 N «, O(1-. «1

may be written as a sum of poles corresponding to any tree graph
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with one external excited particle.  However, the multiperipheral

graph of Figure 4 plays a special role since the 6-vectors which

appear  in   BN d··· 0, correspond  to the internal lines  of  this

graph.  In this section, we will consider factorization at a pole

5.k  of this multiperipheral graph.  As a result, we will.arrive

at the N-point amplitude with two adjacunt '·nonzero external

particles.  This procedure will be called second factorization.

The proof of second factorization is similar to that of first

factorization. First,  we  write: down.the N-point amplitude involving

one excited particle of Fig. 4, given by'

BN       =5 Bwlsj Z...  i .fln,)  f (nJ f (nw-*)   , (30)

«,0(1...0/2  i:"r, (T'<)n' ( pf)"f .. <   )"N-=

where we have introduced the notation

(Ii"f '(R: f:-(ti lf"-2  =(Ift..Ir'·)(M<4e..€.,"'9.-(ie.-te, .1'Alt)
.   (31)

We exhibit the pole in Sk by summing over n This giveslk'

00 <Ar-ar

840£-41     =        ifi             KA,
N                                       R,=  o    G <Xik <R' )                                                    '                           (3 2)

which is analogous to Eq.(6). Here, KAHAE-ok is a function

of Clti variables and 6-vectors.    In the special  case  of   52=  0

the tensor K:, 45...
0  reduces to the scalar

Kg,    of  E q. (6) .

We will now write down the final factorized expression for

K'3 W... 02       .i

K;f' 4*.  -
01

19'P....fIE' BAr*'.3;,; 0(,4*...04=   Bk+' r. pi -pi.N# r.0 - TA'   N-k·,1
(33)
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where B is again the amplitude with one excited
k+, P, fi... el,

particle associated with  the  left· hand  side  of  Fig.  5,  and

B is the amplitude with two spinning44#. bi,   « , 0(...    01
N-ktl

particles, associated with the right hand side of Fig. 5, given by

·rn, r,  CQ f 9

-B ' NCRed'« '-dl      =          . E       .Z        E          --BA-k+I (.,s  *«ij )
11 -k+ L

el =  o      Yl i.  1 1-1    4 1 1'-A -

X     N- i   r, 4.-·rd, 4,«.· -0(4  1-_Ed+,0(a¥*· · 0(2  ('j nk) i i -PRI:P 11-0

/           ,   M  1      Yti C 112 45)
x   Lsi., r.. -- 4,(T Id#.1... p. 4'", ) i-fi f St Ati

-'

(34)

where L '«2---061 is defined in Eq. (21). The matrix

N  -1    4  6.-348,  4 2 -I  K 4 , the inverse of the matrix N,

introduced in Eq. (19) is defined by

N*<-M  N-,44-4   =   gi    Sor*          0  
Bi 81 ---Ya f, P....PA O,                  e;  I  I .                   e d (35)

and K... the indices in the satellite Born term, are given by
1]'

-i

Ki ·       =       k     (n»* 4 * ) -Gr· 4<1<d< 8d   s=i            j

kid  =   1<j+1 K  =    nr + %  Cls + 4r= k S =  1-b (36)
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-1 1, *A ...

24,; 0(,0(1- «E       >   15 °44
a ... 0(ZFor X = 0, )

the amplitude with one spinning particle.

We now proceed with the proof of Eq. (33).  As in the pre-

vious section, .we separate  the 0- variables in t<j;5'oc* -«1

into three sets; the ]eft set, the right set, and the .crossed

set. We wish to make a similar grouping of 6 vectors. The set

of 6-vectors  fR    l A = k, k.+i, 0.-·,  N- 2  appearing in Eq.  (30)
LIL<

involve momenta of the internal lines of the right hand graph of

Fig. 5, and carry the spin indices of particle N, which is an

external line of the right hand graph.  Therefore, the set of

vectors  can be categorized as right  variables. The vectors

f Tiol  l i=   1, z, . . , k-i l are slightly more tricky. They involve

momenta of the internal lines of the left hand graph in Fig. 5,

but they carry spin indices of the right hand line N. Since these

vectors do not belong exclusively to the right hand graph or to

the left hand graph, they will, for now, be considered as "crossed"

variables.

As in the previous section, we can sum over the indices

associated with the left set of variables and the indices associ-

ated with the right set of variables independently. Summing over

the left group, we obtain
J
21 Cr

B          ( e .   e V= .t,
k+I LJ 75 (37)

where

N-i
C r                            .ZI        na    +     nr

s = k+I (·38)
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Equations (37) and (38) are analogous to Eqs. (8) and (9) of

Section   II. nr enters   Eq. (38) because the s atellite     BH  («ij ·8Z n r. 
n r niiin Eq. (30) has q coefficients of the form q The right

group, in addition to the satellite Born term, will consist of

6-vectors
'Fl<         ,         i  =    4,  k t i,  '-,  4 -Z

Similarly,  we  can  sum  over. the right group  to  give

-  4&140(a+z · · . 4£ .-
, nol \T|R /0 4 fgH    -,-%,oN-Z

B                                                             =          Z       BA- ki C  Calj  E g l s.1 )    Cr-R  )           9-4111   .   .  .  (1-A-= )14-4 + C ni i Q-& flnk) -f·(nx*,1  -f-lnu-2)

'51#:   nI  ( 1% 'le)
x Els S =A+I

A=kD                          )    (39)

where

12

Cts 21 Ars k+1 6  3 S   N-i '
r- = 1

and
j-1

Kij     =      '31     C n.$  + l s) 1., 1 2 k
S=k

Ki i   =      *    cz         +       12  eis   +   dLI.J S (40)
s=k s =3+1 1/   4,41--«AWith t]iis regrouping we can now rewrite t\,g, in a form

which is analogous to Eq. (12)

O(,04· · 0(
¥n,A le 69

Zcr    «,42- d,1  «d•"'  etkK            z = 7,   S     Z  -B     (gli gr.»,) CAl         kti J N-kt L (41)cl I jl' clit ILLA 01= 0
4./.-*awhere    C 2'-- is the object wliich contains all the crossed

variables.
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4)1

 0('0(1...«d =
(Rq n, (1»'  )n,...tpC,)nk-1

nij,51.. dj f In,) .-f· (n*) f (nk-1 )
k N-1 (r..nii k N-i nij (nrs+nr-,)

*        Tr           Tr                               "J          ,              - IT              T[             1                                                                                                 (42)
1= 2.  13 kt,    f ( nij,     r = *t'   s= 1,' '

where  Ii implies summation over all crossed indices n. .
nti,  nA  1  Ci, Clj 1J

and indices ni i= 1,2,;12-1 subject to the conditions .(38) and (40).

In the case d=o Eq. (42) reduces to the C o f Eq. (14).

The above  regrouping of variables, though notationally

complex, is nevertheless straightforward.  As in first factoriza-

tion,  we  now  wish ·to factorize C The 0 i variables in
0(,Oti · · f#

C       may again be decomposed into a scalar product of 6-vectors
0(t.-cia

as in Eq. (18).  In order to separate the spin indices of the Nth

particle from the left 6-momenta P.. we simply write1'

P        -      'Flf    a e                                                                         (43)
LK  -          K

where 0 is just the 6-dimensional metric defined in the previousJaP
section.

Having made.this trivial separation of variables, we now

note   that   as   far  as   the q coefficients' are concerned,   Eq.    (4 2)   is

structurally analogous to Eq. (14). Consider the case of factori-

zation at  Gik of the N-_t_1_ Point Born term with all spin zero

external particles.  Equation (14) gives

n,A.

C = r- k N
016    J      k      IN·-1)+1

nij"  , dj   Ill.   IT=rk"   f t.,j,  r - 1.,  5 -i.,   1
rj

(44)
-T- -IF tj  rS

..n

L_
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It is quite easy to see that if we take Eq. (42), and make the

substitutions
0( I

F  =P C-1-'         414

YI'l-i    =+    n IN (45)

that Eq. (42) goes into Eq. (44).

But we have already learned that Eq. (44) may be factorized

in the form9
t. A'

C ' R P'F---erL-  P' Pi.. Pe' (46)

where

C  „   „...A     .    =        (Re )  c.   (.F  )
c,

(FL, 01,ektiva Ual ..

f c c*)      f c ca) f (ckl (47)

and

TE
Piel...et, 7-    ,    , A. 41.1  'P/B   )drl-1      / P'      \ dkA

=        tifFE      € 'r (Irls. J
l pi#-1)/ . . .

l   -  p (k+01
(48)

From (45)., (43), and (18), it is then obvious that we can get the
0('...*cl .P. B Id,1factorized form of C by replacing. l p(N)) in Eq. (48) by

(3«e)
1

Therefore, we have

C° '  ·4'1 = 1 R'0        - 8, E.. ar'. 4,0(2.-..014
L-  e s  e  . . . R.K, (49)

where

.... fil. I. FR, «,-'.0(4
R                            =     371    .9Tp (3 P. 01.1" fle.drw p'l trid))

.., 53dF 0

X (1%3' ... *21'.9... l  "«.1....'· · PA:.i; ) (50)
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Ot,...04/
Substituting this factorized form of· C in Eq. (49) back

O(,O(L-··O(zin Eq. (41), we abtain K in factorized form.

04,0(1.-' ditTo get the symmetrized factorized forin of C

.....

we will write R in a form analogous, to Eq. (29).  We introduce

- 1    0,O(5  - -.  4 1a tensor N defined by
A'F L . -e a

0(, 0(A '·.041 r AL-·rl                        *,              04
N 5, Sl ... 34 N-'p,pj...ed = 8 2,3 e. 'p 5 PA

·  (51)

NW,«L-.04 , when acting on vectors, generates all permutations
211 32. ' -. rA

_i aiaj-·-*64
of the vectors.  N - the inverse operator, puts the

e,Vi.-14 '
permuted vectors back into their original form.  Thus N-' is the-

generalized operator which plays the role of the -(1-712 factors

5(2)
in the q-generalized multinomial coefficients in Lemma 1. Now,

we can write in analogy to Eq.. (29)

RP'@,2- F€'4'+f «d = 149'f...gr'   (14-1 al...raf, ...0(A)
11, 6- *  re

f I 640 -r•,/ 54+ati-1  
-,/4/i                                  /   2/22'  )

/ 712/.1     + 1
x  lPM_1

...
1-N-, )   . . . ,   (PR+1                ' ' '  Pk+1

f  C  a N-1 ) f C ak+1 ) (52)

Summarizing these results, we write

1/ 0</0(4 . . .

0(R = i. Bk'11 P,p---- BE, 2 Ne,e....eg'r.
.11. peaL -- 212'

x  f B< 4... rA''  Ol, (Ka....0(.R  R-k+1 (53)

5.' 6-4.01,0(4... O(32
where B ,'

the (N-k+1)--point amplitude with two
14-k·1-1

spinning particles is given by
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i  -  cyclt, 44+2 ...

011) (  14-' r'...rd 0(,... A)/34-4/0('...04 = Z (BM-k+114-k+I d/,al£'

x  P,3b..,... P.:3'+AN-1 ) P. rA,-AR+,+1 . ¥2/

r. . . .. h+1 ... Pk+I

f  (  011,1-1 ) f (aA+I ) (54)

D *8+1 ...  0(Rwhere D is given in Eq. (39).

The special case of the three-point vertex with two nonzero

spins corresponding to Fig. 6 is given by
00

1  -' PArcZ     N-'   P' P; ...

134 0(,DG...0(A <}i . ' . Fl' PE')
d=o f (R'- 4)

i lz>  «ati
X ('' . , FrN/) (f-d)(52'-d)

f (e-d        f                              .   (55)

LINEAR DEPENDENCE RELATIONS

We will now show that there are two sets of linear dependence

relations among the factorized states.  These are most conveniently

expressed in terms of "improper amplitudes" defined as

(rAB) i.. 
-Al 0(x-. 432   -      1\1° 691...«2    Bplea....AR

e, P 3- ' . PR N (56)

where s ·BE-
BA

is given in Eq.(23).

Let D be the 6-vector associated with the particle in the
I ht«

th"1-- state. (See Fig. 4.)  The linear dependence relations are

I given by the following:

Relation 1

(N 8) «,9(A'.0(2 f'#p = (NB)'*,4....« -' (57)
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Relation 2

(N  B)  +4, '  ' '
«R

04 B) 44  -. 0(€
(58)

These relations are true only if  . D<   is con-
fined to lie on the internal trajectory, i.e.

T,     e    a fi+   6      =     i (59)

3
Relation 1 has also been proved in operator form. However,

as   yet,   we   have   not   been   able   to ·put Relation   2 in operator   form.

From Eqs. (56), (23), (29), and (25) we write down the

explicit form .for (N  8) Ax' ** -x2    ' J -1

(N B) N -        L_J        DN   (Glj  £  r=x
4<£-4   -        rr'       1->       ,             .  Z, nr

) S .ETeni l,£

x (pt' ./.

p«n, )(p«°'*:..p«"·'"j... (51-t-'t'.,1 1,)p(1) p(1)/ p(Z) , plzj

(56')

We will first prove Relations 1 and 2 in the special case

  =1.    From  Eq.   (56'),  we  see  that  (NB) '  is  a  sum  of N-2 terms .
.thThe 1-- term of the sum.is characterized by n. = 1 and n. = 0, for

k -1          1                                            1

Z nr 1
j 0 i. In the satellite BA (Sk t-

r -j , ) the index
k-1

r:   'rzr is either  1  or 0, depending on whether the'value of i

lies in between j and k. Thus, if we define

M(i,j,k)=1     if    j S i s k-1

=0 otherwise (60)

1

-J
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.               :1                                                                                           '

then

N-z

(NB) ' - I 'Fi«' BM (oil,g N (i,i'k))
A= 1                                                      (61)

Now

Fi4 = al'.A- ,

(62)

and

dl

-FS            fw   4  ,       =           (31+ 1      '1-1                     .
(63)

Therefore, Relations  1  and  2  read  in the special  case  of  f=  1
as

N -1
70 el BN (51* *M(k.j, 4))=  BA (5 k)Ati N-1
/=l (64)

and
N-2

Z   011  BM  ((ril' 24  M(':0'10  )   =     5"  (crik)i=l
(65)

respectively.

M(Lj.k))We will first prove Eq. (65).). The satellite
BA (94%

when written in the  form of a multiple sum, differs  from   N (510
only in that the satellite term has some extra q factors in the

summand. Thus,

00 n.-'
M C jk)\ N-2   A- 1      Or. 1

Yi,j nk' 15
e. T  BN   6- .  f                     /    =   Gl i   ZI       JIT     .T[      -1-    Ti-  11-   y

j'<                   rl,j=0 A=, 1=4,1.1:(Ati)' .1 , ,ju. (66)
1
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.

where

. 1,     2     nibe
Fl f

J x  I     le =itl

(67)

Let us study the nli sum in Eq. (66).  The nli dependent

part of the summand may be wlitten as

u.
4            14 -1.'A

Cli nli  (Z   Z   nuk)

f (n,i, < J = z   k= A+I

(68)

If we include the extra factors  011  and Fi of.Eq.(66) in Eq. (68),

we have

C n, i+I) /L hi·-i W-1
ali. (nii+1)(.21     .Z   rt,j k) XI 'llk
f (nli) 7%

1 =.1--k=#+1 f 4.1,1V

72,2 t|

1                                                  1-      fThen replacing --'-- - by , and using (n + 1) as
:f<n,i) f (n l i t  11                                                li

a new summation index for 01< , we obtain

n: I

o M lij k ))   =      Z    ITT:   -Si-11    -Tr    Q  n·9 nk&
01. L    34( crik t  ,14 4' 1 -5 C nij) k, R 5

N-1

r     (1 -00&31'.) 116

k=Atl
  nik

(69)

Furthermore,
Al- 1 0-1

4-1 21 rli 12 Z Yll k

Z     ( 1 -ind) f k-it.1 = 1 - ek=z
2=Z . S

(70)

Eq.  (70) follows immediately -from the fact that all terms on the

1
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left hand side cancel in pairs except the first and last terms.

Equations (69) and (70) then give

3El  C.Ii  BI'l (Skg M(*J.1 ) ) =  CBM (ajk)*=2

-BA (es rk f  » zsks Al-2)
(71)

Now, the second term on the RHS of Eq. (71) is BN (Crikg M (ij !:)  

Therefore, if qii = 1, we have
N-1

7    G  .    R    (m.,A f· M (t j k) )    =     BN (Sk)i L      -N         J
1 = 1

This proves Eq. (65). The proof of Eq. (64) is analogous. In

fact, Eq. (64) follows from Eq.·(65) by making the reflection

f* -+ fw-k , and noting that  B,l ((3•jk) is invariant

under this reflection transformation.

We will now go on to prove Relation 2 in general.

(N  B) 2 «4.-
0,%

in Eq. (56') contains a part which is a

sum of distinct permutation of six vectors.  Each term in this

sum is a permutation P of 2 6-vectors. with a coefficient q
TP

For a term in which the vector carrying the index 04 is.. , we can write
1- i

  7)>       =   9 TP
(a-i) r= C

E   n r
15-                    ,   (72)

where T is the number of transpositions associated onlyp(R - 1)
with the permutation of  the  last  f-  1 6-vectors, carrying indices

4 Z,    43   ''..     ' ME               ·
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In Eq. (56') the 6-tensor is multiplied by a satellite term
characterized by indices    nr  .    Now  let  ni  -  1 -*  ni,  and all other

n 's remain the same.  Then
k-1 If-i

CE<Or I Z.nr + M lijk)  BN (Sk jr.5    ) -4  BN (sk *r=j
\

1 (73)

where.M(i, j, k) is defined in Eq..(60). With some rearrangements

of the sums, we can now rewrite Eq. (56') ·to give

4-i
0(to(2. ...

0(2 -
2&221

l a« Wn .+Mig 18'-

(N B) N F   ·El:    p   ' .5,"r   B  (sk gr=,                       ,1
nrit-1     -  1 = i                                                                          -1

0(n,+1 CD Ki--AH-274         0(e

X     ·2:     i  FFO     1: 1:; . .    1%,1 ,
. . .

'  P (N-2).            .   '   ,  I t  A -2)

d P

(74)
4

Now   for    0(i=   4,   we  have    1     =  CTL   .      Substituting this value   of
 ._ 4 in Eq.  (74), we see that the expression in the .square brackets
is identical to the left-hand side of Eq. (65), if we make the re-

placement      CT-i Q rk j -+ 6-3 k Thus, making use of
3 let

Eq. (65), we can write
A-i

04 «2

(N B) «'.,.«' E     BN  Coikfr'j       )21'; p Qi )
...PZ.n r

P(N-2)
rirle-i dp b

=    (N  13 )   «'    ..«2

This proves Relation 2.  The proof of Relation 1 is analogous.
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DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the results obtained

in this paper is that many of the remarkable features of the

Veneziano model are also present in a wider class of dual models

with trajectories of the more- general form

01 (S)  =  - 52#   (a s+6)         _      kn   El +  l' - * ) l 4's + W) ]
in                                                                  /11   g

Factorization in the nonlinear theory has been performed with
7no on-mass-shell restrictions . By analogy .with Feynman

diagrams, factorization subject to mass shell constraints seems

quite unnatural. Therefore, the method of factorization reported         '

here appears to be very natural from a physical point of view.

The greatest phenomenological difficulty of the nonlinear

2theory has to do with its bad fixed-angle behavior. An

argument has been presented as to why the  < 1 case should not
2be discarded on the basis of this feature alone . Also, there

are ghosts on the first daughter trajectory.  This means that

when higher order unitarity corrections are included, these

poles should produce no prominent structure on the real axis

in the physical region. This might be correlated with the                i

experimentally apparent absence of resonances on the first

daughter trajectories. However, the question of how to

calculate these higher order corrections in detail is still               i

open.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Factorization at CLk ·
Figure  2.     A term in Rut°(4

... 0(1
corresponding to the permutation

-

 '  considered in the proof of first factorization.

The  integers  in the middle row represent    ' .vectors.
r, '0(1Thus, the first integer kti represents   r +1  '  the

-0 42-second integer |R+i represents Mq.+i ,etc. until

we come to the integer N-1 at the end of the row

which represents P , ;  . The integers nij  in

the top column represent the number of times a primed

-vector appears. The primed vectors are divided into

subgroups of size  Ylk · Within each subgroup, the

primed vectors are arranged in ascending order.

Figure 3. The term in 'R«'4 c..
04. corresponding  to the identity

permutation.  As in Figure 2, there are   primed

vectors. They are all arranged in ascending order.

Figure 4. The N-point tree graph with one nonzero spin.

'Figure 5. Second factorization at Clk ·

Figure 6. The vertex with two nonzero spins.
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